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Cast as Sakai Yuuji as Andou Hinata as Akagi Yuu as Aoki Miyako as Aomori Aki as Shizuoka Aya as Setagaya Kazuha as
Makino Rena as Shibuya Yuuko as Aomori Momo as Nara Momo Guest Cast as Shizuoka Ayano as Tokyo Megumi as
Hachinohe Nagisa as Shizuoka Riko Notes The live-action version of the series was broadcast on TV Tokyo's website from July
18, 2014 to September 14, 2014. References External links Category:2013 manga Category:Comedy anime and manga
Category:Japanese LGBT-related television shows Category:Manga adapted into films Category:Shōnen manga Category:TV
Tokyo showsIt may be the hottest year on record, but 2012 is shaping up to be the most reliable in Chicago’s history. Since
1900, an average of only 20 to 24 percent of days have been below freezing. Last year was off the charts. Not only did the city
record eight consecutive days above 80 degrees, but a record-high 36 days spent in the 70s. “It’s almost unprecedented in the last
100 years,” said Chris Blanas, a meteorologist with the National Weather Service. In fact, some parts of the Midwest have not
had such an extended period of relative warmth in the past half century, records show. Drainage patterns could be the culprit. In
the two-plus decades since the 1970s, the northern, central and western parts of the Chicago area have seen an erosion in winter
weather. A long stretch of cold winters appears to have altered the city’s hydrology. The main culprits are a massive reservoir
built in the 1950s and a canal that was carved out of the city in the 1970s to help carry stormwater away from the North Branch
of the Chicago River. The dam sits about 20 miles southwest of downtown and holds about 2.5 million acre-feet of water. When
it reaches capacity, it will be capable of storing about 82157476af
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